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1
Introduction

[M]odern scholarship and modern science reproduce the same
limitations as dominated the bygone Hellenistic epoch, and
the bygone Scholastic epoch. They canalize thought and obser-
vation within predetermined limits, based upon inadequate
metaphysical assumptions dogmatically assumed.

(Whitehead, 1933, p. 122)

In the past half century there has been a tremendous increase in the
production and consumption of goods and services worldwide. All along
it has been assumed that this would improve the well-being of all people
everywhere in the world. In the first decade of the 21st century, there
are good reasons to question this assumption. There is now more food
produced but no reduction in the extent of malnutrition from lack of
food. Some old diseases have been controlled, but many have not, and
some of those that were controlled are again on the increase. Yet other
diseases are on the increase from excessive food consumption. Equally
disconcerting are the host of new and mostly unexpected problems that
increased production and consumption have created – environmental
degradation, social disintegration, increasing economic disparities, loss
of cultural diversity and escalating conflicts over access to dwindling
natural resources. All the frantic efforts to ameliorate these problems –
more education, scholarly studies, scientific research and aid – do not
seem to be having very much effect.

At the same time, increasing numbers of people the world over, and in
all social and economic strata of society, are protesting the injustice and
exploitation which seem to be an inevitable feature of the Western (now
increasingly global) cultural model. They also point out that this model
is unsustainable as well. All these people are at least tacitly questioning
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the assumptions upon which this model is built. Many radical changes
in mainstream ways of thinking and doing are being proposed – changes
that imply alternative assumptions. So far, however, these alternatives
do not appear to have a coherent rationale, and so lack the power to
bring about actual changes on the ground. Between those who ques-
tion the existing cultural model and propose alternatives and those who
maintain that there is nothing wrong, or who are busying themselves
attempting to fine-tune the existing model, there is no real communic-
ation; they are on different wavelengths.

Meanwhile, virtually everyone is inwardly apprehensive about the
future. It is understood that the model of contemporary global culture
is unsustainable – the logic is undeniable and the evidence compelling –
but there is a feeling of powerlessness to do anything about it. There is
insufficient clarity about what must be done and how. And, of course,
there is the all-too human unwillingness to jeopardise the security of
the status quo, however unsatisfactory and precarious.

How is this vast and complex phenomenon to be understood? Is there
any single viewpoint that can capture all its varied aspects and reveal
their interconnections and significance? Only from such a viewpoint,
it seems to me, is there any hope of coping with it. This is the most
important question we can ask ourselves today.

The 20th-century philosopher A. N. Whitehead in his book Adven-
tures of Ideas (1933) has pointed out that such crises have been a recur-
ring feature of Western civilisation. A crisis situation builds up because
the concepts of the worldview of a given cultural era become increas-
ingly inadequate in helping people make sense of the new phenomena
that changing circumstances bring before them. People are increasingly
unable to solve, or, in many cases, even to recognise, the problems that
emerge. Unsolved problems accumulate. The ‘changing circumstances’
are often brought about in the first place by the continued use of the
concepts of the existing worldview after they have ceased to be relevant.

He further observes that these inherited assumptions – the ‘certainties’
of the age – are not matters of fact, but merely speculative assumptions.
Therefore, to resolve the crisis, assumptions must first be changed. With
a different set of assumptions – if we do a proper job of formulating and
assembling them – existing problems may disappear altogether simply
because they are no longer seen as problems, or because it becomes
possible to define them in ways that make them solvable.

These two insights offer us the viewpoint needed to understand our
present situation ‘in a single glance’, as it were, and indicate where a
beginning needs to be made in coping with it. From this viewpoint,
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what is happening can be seen as a definite (even if messy) process that
we may be able to describe, and even to facilitate. The current tumult is
the first, and essential, phase of a transformation of our worldview. It is
the womb of a new cultural model.

In the broad sweep of European intellectual history, Whitehead
discerned an alternation between periods of speculation and scholar-
ship. At times, new directions of thought seem to arise spontaneously
in response to a growing perception of the inadequacy and irrelevance
of existing patterns of thought in dealing with contemporary experi-
ence. Radical new ideas appear that are unsettling to existing science
and scholarship, giving rise to much controversy and confusion.

Scholarship, by its strict attention to accepted methodologies, is
superficially conservative of belief. But its tone of mind leans towards
a fundamental negation. For scholars the reasonable topics in the
world are penned in isolated regions, this subject-matter or that
subject matter. Your thorough-going scholar resents the airy specu-
lation which connects his own patch of knowledge with that of his
neighbour. He finds his fundamental concepts interpreted, twisted,
modified. He has ceased to be king of his own castle, by reason of
speculation of uncomfortable generality, violating the very grammar
of his thoughts.

(Whitehead, 1933, p. 112)

However, the new speculative insights are eventually accepted,
developed and consolidated. A new period of scholarship ensues. The
new insights are ‘ � � � furnished with methodologies and handed over to
the university professors � � � ’ (Whitehead, 1933, pp. 108–9).

The first period of such speculation in recorded European history
occurred in Greece in the 4th and 5th centuries BC. Ancient Greek
culture is usually considered to have extended over a period of about a
millennium from about 800 BC to AD 200. Bertrand Russell reckons the
first notable products of Hellenic culture were the Homeric epic poems
and that philosophy began with Thales around the beginning of the 6th
century BC (Russell, 1946, Book I, Chapter 1). ‘The beginning of philo-
sophy’ signals the beginning of a movement from a mythical mode of
engagement with the world to a speculative, rational mode. This process
intensified during the 5th century and culminated in the 4th century in
the works of Plato and Aristotle. Then followed a period in which the
speculative insights of the 4th century were explored and developed,
giving rise to distinct philosophical schools and to systematic, rational
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enquiry. This period roughly began with the conquest of Greece by the
Macedonians and continued to the death of Cleopatra. In his analysis,
Whitehead uses the terms Hellenic as a shorthand expression to refer to
the speculative period of Greek culture of the 4th and 5th centuries BC,
and term Hellenistic for the period of scholarship that followed.

Hellenistic culture was continued in mediaeval Europe as Scholasti-
cism. The speculative insights of the Hellenic period, as fleshed out and
systematised during the Hellenistic period, along with some Christian
theological doctrines, formed the worldview of this age. It was an age of
didactic scholarship, traditional in outlook, resisting change and intol-
erant of speculation.

A new age of speculation occurred, this time in Western Europe, in
the 17th century, again leading to a profound change in the world-
view of European civilisation. This new wave of speculation, termed the
Enlightenment, questioned and discarded most of the doctrines of the
Scholastic era, and the very assumptions underlying them, replacing
them with assumptions that form the conceptual framework or world-
view of contemporary global culture, or more briefly, ‘modern’ culture.

The details of what changes occurred during these two past episodes
of speculation will be dealt with more appropriately in later chapters.
The point to be made here is that there have been speculative intervals
in the course of European history when radical changes in worldview
occurred, and that another such interval is now underway.

In the quotation at the head of this chapter, Whitehead also implicitly
frames an agenda for any serious enquiry into this phenomenon of
transformation. He asks, in effect, the following questions.

1. What are the assumptions that are being dogmatically upheld?
2. Why are they being dogmatically upheld?
3. Why are they inadequate?
4. Why at certain times in history is a given set of assumptions, in fact,

given up?
5. What is the process by which a given set of assumptions gives way

to a new set?

An attempt will be made in the chapters that follow to answer these
questions.

At this point, it might, however, be useful to make a preliminary
comment on the first of these questions. Whitehead was one of the
most penetrating thinkers of the 20th century. He was the first to under-
stand the challenge of the new discoveries in sub-atomic physics of
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the 1920s, and the only one to date, I think, to respond adequately to
it. He realised that ‘ � � � the notion of vacuous material existence with
passive endurance, with primary individual attributes, and with acci-
dental adventures had � � � vanished from the field of ultimate scientific
conceptions � � � . Some features of the physical world can be expressed
that way. But the concept is useless as an ultimate notion in science and
cosmology’ (Whitehead, 1929, p. 309). Further,

Cartesian subjectivism in its application to physical science became
Newton’s assumption of individually existent physical bodies, with
merely external relationships. [I] diverge from Descartes by holding
that what he has described as primary attributes of physical bodies
are really the forms of internal relationships between actual occasions
and within actual occasions. Such a change of thought is the shift
from materialism to organism, as the basic idea of physical science.

(Whitehead, 1929, p. 309)

As a footnote to the above quote, it may be added that his term ‘actual
occasions’ refers to his radically alternative assumption that the ultimate
sole real entities of the world are not physical things at all, but units of
process, or ‘drops of experience’ (Whitehead, 1929, p. 18).

This shift from materialism to organism of which Whitehead speaks
indicates the nature of the fundamental assumptions that must be
confronted today. Virtually, all present discussion, from this point of
view, is superficial. We speak of transformation, but in fact leave the
most fundamental of contemporary assumptions unexamined.

This shift to a concept of organism is, to my mind, indispensable to
the effective transformation of the worldview of contemporary global
culture. Indeed, it is the very direction in which new currents of thought
are tending. At the same time, the materialist assumption of substantial,
enduring material entities as the ultimate real things of the universe is,
in my experience, the most stubbornly held of all contemporary assump-
tions. As Whitehead says, it boils down to whether we ‘see’ primary
attributes of individual entities or relations between and within entities.

Another introductory comment on Whitehead’s agenda may also be
helpful at the beginning of this essay. His insight of an alternation of
periods of speculation and scholarship seems to me to imply a latent
challenge to the prevailing progress theory of history.

In Adventures of Ideas he writes, ‘One aspect of the adventure of ideas
is this story of the interplay of speculation and scholarship, a strife
sustained through the ages of progress’ (Whitehead, 1933, p. 113). Again:
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‘The difference between the two, namely the Hellenic and the Hellenistic
types of mentality, may be roughly described as that between specula-
tion and scholarship. For progress both are necessary’ (Whitehead, 1933,
p. 112). He thus makes it clear that he interprets the overall course of
Western history as progressive, even if punctuated by repeated episodes
of speculation. In this, he conforms to the modern notion of progress.
This is one instance in his writings where he does not think a funda-
mental assumption of contemporary global culture needs questioning.1

In this essay, I will argue that this assumption most certainly does need
to be questioned.

The concept of progress which dominates our cultural era first
appeared at the time of the European Enlightenment. It derived from
the conviction that the workings of the universe could be completely
and finally known through the systematic exercise of human reason.
The success of the scientific enterprise launched at that time seemed to
justify this assumption. Nature could be understood and made to serve
human needs, leading to ever-greater levels of human material welfare.
This assumption was then extended to the social domain; it would now
be possible to perfect human nature and society by means of rational
thought based upon contemporary observation. From this point of view,
medieval European culture was seen as a dark age of human ignor-
ance and superstition to be wiped out by the ‘light of reason’. In the
future, European civilisation would continuously and inevitably move
in the direction of the universal goal of securing true and final human
happiness.

This concept provided a new organising conceptual framework for
interpreting history. In terms of this framework, Europeans saw them-
selves and their new-found cultural model as the culmination of a long,
slow movement of human civilisation towards the discovery of the
sure means of perfectibility. All previous European cultures are seen
as stages in this progression from primitive beginnings to their own
enlightened state. Non-European cultures are then accommodated in
this same time sequence; they become what Shiv Viswanathan terms
‘contemporary ancestors’ (Viswanathan, 1988). Since progress is seen
as a universal phenomenon, all contemporary ancestors will inevitably
become enlightened, and so pass into the cultural stage of contemporary
European (now Western) culture.

From this theory of history, the further notion arose that it is the moral
duty of the West to assist non-Western cultures to become ‘modern’
as rapidly as possible. In practice, of course, this notion of helping
people ‘for their own good’ was profoundly self-serving since it was
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used to justify Western economic exploitation that was the objective of
colonialism in the past and development and globalisation today.

The progress theory of history is now being questioned (e.g. by Gold-
smith, 2003; Jackson, 2005; Sachs, 1999; and Viswanathan, 1988). There
are two main lines of this questioning. One is to ask, what does the
term progress really mean? It implies linear change. The question is,
change in what, and in what direction? There is steadily increasing disil-
lusionment about the answers given to these questions by the Enlight-
enment thinkers; our collective experience of the 20th century helps
us to see their naivety and fuzzy mindedness. A second line of ques-
tioning is to ask why, if modern global civilisation represents progress,
we are in such a mess. Contemplating the present state of the world, Zac
Goldsmith concludes that progress, as epitomised by the contemporary
global economic system, ‘ � � � is unrealistic, undesirable, unnecessary and
impossible’ (Goldsmith, 2003).

Even when attention is confined to European culture, it is difficult to
sustain the argument that the enlightenment worldview and the culture
it has given rise to is an unqualified improvement over what went before.
True, many of the problems of mediaeval European culture have been
solved, but many new ones, no less serious, are appearing in contem-
porary global culture. Perhaps the notion of progress is misplaced;
perhaps there is only change from one Scholastic age to the next,
with the differences being of emphasis – exaggerations and neglects in
different directions (refer again to note 1).

Looking to the stage of world history, it is obvious that the European
cultural model has been imposed on the rest of the world by force and
has not been adopted voluntarily because of its intrinsic superiority.
Force, military and/or economic, is an essential feature of all empires,
including the present-day empires of global capital and media (Gold-
smith, 2001).

Another arresting piece of evidence against the progress theory of
history, which will figure in Chapter 5, is that a key concept, that of
‘radical interconnectedness’, now appearing in the dialogue on cultural
transformation was a central feature of ancient Greek culture but was
discarded subsequently. If that was ‘progress’, what is it we are now
seeing?

Thus, while progress in the sense of the elaboration and refinement
of concepts and practices within a cultural era is a fact, to apply the
concept across cultural eras is questionable.2 If the progress theory of
history is doubted, another way must be found to explain the periodic
irruption of speculation. The way suggested in this essay is to see such
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episodes of speculation as the means whereby a human community
periodically adjusts its outlook, redefines itself, in response to chan-
ging circumstances. A specific cultural configuration is born, it grows,
matures, ages and passes away. A new configuration arises in its place.
Every cultural configuration is appropriate, and hence successful, at its
florescence; in its decay a burden and obstruction (O’Sullivan, 2002).

This alternative theory of history could give us a much-needed new
perspective on our own situation at the beginning of the 21st century, a
breath of fresh air that can help clear away the fog of confusion, denial
and fear that has settled upon us.

Further, setting aside the progress theory of history would free us
from the sense of the inevitability of the contemporary global cultural
model, giving us space to contemplate the possibility of an alternative
and perhaps more flexible model for the future, and to experiment.
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